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Abstract

The flow properties of powders in hoppers are studied in order to make a design procedure
for piezo-actuated hoppers that are used to deposit powder layers in multi-material 3D (food)
printing. A commercial ring shear tester and an adjustable wedge hopper are used to perform
measurements on various powders. Continuum theories are applied to calculate suitable hopper
parameters, specifically the orifice diameter and the wall angle, from these measurements. The
results of these calculations are tested in conical hoppers. Measurements in a ring shear tester can
be used for choosing a hopper wall angle, but not for choosing a hopper orifice diameter due to the
propagation of large relative errors when calculating flow function parameters. Measurements
in an adjustable wedge hopper are suitable for picking a hopper orifice diameter if the powders
are sufficiently fine and free-flowing. Reproducibility issues during measurements in the hoppers
are addressed, and solutions to these issues are presented.
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1 Introduction

Additive manufacturing, commonly known as 3D printing, is a growing industry. The tech-
nique allows a user to create complex-shaped objects that would be difficult or impossible to
produce using classical manufacturing techniques. This flexibility has made 3D printing a tool
for prototyping, manufacturing and research with many applications in various fields such as
the automotive industry, healthcare, education, production and the military [1, 2]. It is then
no surprise that this technique has been applied in the food industry. The freedom to make
different shapes and sizes swiftly and on-demand allows for highly personalized food products.
It can be applied for personalized nutrition, e.g. for the elderly or high-level athletes, and could
have a large societal impact, e.g. through improving the taste of healthy foods by controlling
texture and local flavour distribution.

The Digital Food Processing Initiative (DFPI), a collaboration between the Netherlands Organ-
isation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e),
and Wageningen University and Research (WUR), is looking to develop customized food and
medicine by digitally controllable processes such as 3D printing. Many different 3D printing
techniques exist and multiple of them have already been applied to food products [1]. This the-
sis is part of the previously mentioned collaboration and focuses specifically on powder-based 3D
printing techniques. These techniques are selective lasering sintering and binder jetting, where a
laser or a liquid additive respectively are used to consolidate powdered material into a product.
Commercial powder bed 3D printers already exist and typically work like the machine shown
in Figure 2 [3]. In this figure, a 3D object is built up layer-by-layer in the right chamber. To
deposit a new layer, the piston on the right (f) is moved slightly down, and the piston on the
left (c) is moved slightly up. A blade (b) then moves over the left chamber, taking the exposed
powder with it to the right. As the blade scrapes the powder over the right chamber, the powder
falls into place to form a new uniform layer. The binder jet or sintering laser (a) is then moved
over the layer to create the desired pattern in the new layer and bind it to previous layers. This
process is repeated to build a 3D object (d), after which the leftover powder (e) is removed,
leaving only the object behind.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the printing process in selective laser sintering and binder
jetting 3D printers. a) Laser or binder jet, b) blade or roller, c) powder reservoir and piston, d)
printed object, e) residue material, f) piston of the printing stage. Image from [3].
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This process works well when 3D printing objects from a single material, but the process becomes
more complicated when multiple materials are required. Using a roller or blade, like described
before, is no longer possible as this would mix the materials into a homogeneous layer. This
mixing is not desirable when printing foods; the crust of a pie should have different textures and
ingredients than the filling of that same pie. A new deposition mechanism is required to allow
for the use of multiple materials. This mechanism must be able to dose an amount of powder
on any chosen location in a layer. It must allow the use of a large variety of materials that are
used to print foods such as sucrose, lactose, starch, fibre and protein. Such a mechanism does
not exist yet, but one possible mechanism for powder deposition in multi-material powder bed
printing is shown in Figure 3. In this figure, a red/black checkerboard is being printed, requiring
two different materials. Two hoppers (a), filled with these materials, can move around freely
and independently. The hoppers are designed so that the powders do not flow out on their own.
The powders only flow out when vibration is applied, for example by a piezoelectric element (b).
This allows for the controlled dispensing of powders at desired locations. Once a complete layer
is laid down, a laser or binder jet (not drawn) again binds the powder together to create a 3D
object. The piston (c) is then moved down to make room for a new layer to be deposited.

Figure 3: Proposed method for powder deposition in multi-material powder bed printing. a) Hoppers,
b) piezoelectric element, c) piston. The laser or binder jet required to bind the powder together into
an object is not drawn.

For this deposition mechanism to work, the design of these (piezo-actuated) hoppers is crucial.
They must be designed such that the powder does not flow out on its own, but flows out
only when vibration is applied. Whether or not a powder flows (with or without vibration)
is a complex interplay of many factors such as the particle shape, size distribution, surface
roughness, cohesion, the size of the hopper orifice and the steepness of the hopper. The goal of
the research in this thesis is to determine the influence of these different factors on powder flow
and incorporate that knowledge in a procedure to design hoppers for any given powder such that
vibrations can be used as a start/stop mechanism. Specifically, a procedure will be described
to choose a suitable hopper orifice diameter and hopper wall angle. Two main experimental
methods will be used for this design procedure.

The first method is to calculate the required hopper dimensions from measurements performed
in a device called a shear tester. This method is most prevalent in industry and has its roots in
the research performed by A.W. Jenike in the sixties [4]. The principle of these shear testers is
to apply a normal stress σ and a constant shear rate γ̇ on the powder. The shear strain γ and
the shear stress τ can then be recorded over time to measure the shear stress upon which yield
(inelastic motion of the powder) takes place. When this is done for multiple normal stresses
σ and with different stress histories, one can measure stress-dependent flow properties such as
friction angles and the unconfined yield strength. This stress-dependence must be measured
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as the flowability of (cohesive) powders depends strongly on the stress it experiences and has
experienced. This experimental method will be described in more detail in section 2.

Figure 4: A conical hopper (left) and a wedge hopper (right). Image adapted from [5].

The second experimental method to predict powder flow for a wide variety of conical hoppers is
by measuring the powder flow in a different type of hopper: the wedge hopper. The advantage
is that a single wedge hopper can be built with adjustable sides to allow for measurements at
different widths and angles. An illustration of both hopper types is shown in Figure 4. From
theory, it is known that flow properties in these two hopper types are related [4]. Section 3
details this possibility of measuring flow in an adjustable wedge hopper to predict flow in conical
hoppers.
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2 Shear testing

Shear testers can be used to measure different powder properties and their dependence on the
stress applied to the powder. In this section, the shear tester will be investigated as an option
to predict powder flow in conical hoppers. Section 2.1 will provide the theoretical background
to understand what properties are measured, how they are measured and how they can be used
to predict powder flow in hoppers. Section 2.2 will go into detail on the shear tester that was
used for this investigation. Some preliminary measurements and the influence of various settings
are also discussed here. The results of the measurements on a known reference powder for
shear testing, BCR-116 limestone powder, will be shown in section 2.3. The results and their
implications are then discussed in section 2.4.

2.1 Theory

2.1.1 Mohr circles

In order to interpret the results from a shear tester, one needs to be familiar with the concept
of Mohr circles. Consider a triangular element with a negligible thickness t inside an arbitrary
powder volume. Such an element is shown in Figure 5. The normal stresses σ1 and σ2 and no
shear stresses work on the perpendicular sides of this triangular element. These normal stresses
are known as principal stresses, and the perpendicular planes (with areas A1 and A2) are known
as principal stress planes. In cases where shear stresses are exerted on a volume element, it can
be shown that a pair of principal stress planes (per definition with no shear stresses) always exists
given that the powder is in equilibrium [5, Chapter 2.3]. Knowing σ1 and σ2 and assuming the
powder to be in equilibrium, one can calculate the normal stress σ and shear stress τ experienced
by the third plane with an area A0 under an angle θ relative to the principal stress plane A2.

Figure 5: Schematic image of a triangular volume element of powder with thickness t relating the
normal stress σ and shear stress τ acting on the hypotenuse with area A0 to the principal stresses
σ1 and σ2 acting on the principal planes with surface areas A1 and A2.

Assuming the triangular volume element to be in equilibrium, a force balance is set up:

σ1A1 = σA0 sin θ − τA0 cos θ

σ2A2 = σA0 cos θ + τA0 sin θ
(1)

From the geometry of the triangular element, the areas A1 and A2 are related to A0:

A1 = A0 sin θ

A2 = A0 cos θ
(2)
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Substituting (2) into (1), the two resulting equations can be combined and simplified to find

τ2 = (σ2 − σ) (σ − σ1) (3)

Rewriting this equation in a more suggestive form finally gives us the result

τ2 =

[
1

2
(σ1 − σ2)

]2
−
[
σ − 1

2
(σ1 + σ2)

]2
(4)

This is the equation of a circle in the (σ,τ) plane with radius r = 1
2 (σ1 − σ2) and center point(

1
2 (σ1 + σ2) , 0

)
. Such a circle is known as a Mohr circle, an example of which is shown in Figure

6. This circle visualizes pairs of normal stress σ and shear stress τ under different angles θ which
correspond to the same principal stresses σ1 and σ2. θ in Figure 5 is equal to φ

2 in Figure 6, the
proof of this is given in [6]. The principal stresses can be read off from the intersections of the
circle with the σ-axis.

Figure 6: Example of a Mohr circle, which visually represents different combinations of the normal
stress σ, shear stress τ and angle φ = 2θ which correspond to the same principal stresses σ1 and σ2.
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2.1.2 Shear testers

Shear testers can be used to measure the stress dependence of a powder’s flow characteristics.
There are two common variants of shear testers: the Jenike shear cell and the ring shear cell.
The Jenike shear cell, which is considered the standard, is essentially a box with a separate top
and bottom part. When the box is filled with powder, normal stress can be applied to the top
part while it shears over the bottom part. The ring shear cell consists of a shear ring as the top
part and a ring-shaped container as the bottom part. It applies shear stress on the powder by
rotating. A schematic cross-section of both shear tester variants is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Cross-section of a Jenike shear cell (left) and a ring shear cell (right). The powder is
coloured orange. The Jenike shear cell applies a translational shear with a shear force FS and a
normal force FN, the ring shear cell applies rotational shear with a torque M and a normal force FN.
Image adapted from [5].

The advantage of the Jenike shear cell is that the shear rate is equal everywhere in the box.
In the ring shear cell, the local shear rate depends on the radial distance to the middle of the
ring-shaped container. However, the ring shear cell has the advantage of allowing for an infinite
shear distance, whereas the shear distance of the Jenike shear cell is limited by its dimensions. A
ring shear tester is used in this thesis because of this advantage and because a ring shear tester
module was available for an already accessible rheometer.

Powder shear
Before any powder properties can be measured as a function of the normal stress that they
experience, the powder must be sheared at a constant rate under a known normal stress called
the normal consolidation stress σcons. This process is known as preshear, and it allows the
powder to compact as much as it would during flow under this known stress. Preshear must be
repeated before every measurement. As the powder is presheared, the powder bed compacts,
and the shear stress τ measured by the shear cell will increase until it reaches a constant value.
At this point, the preshear is complete. The shear stress τ as a function of time during the
process of preshear is shown in the left part of Figure 8.

After preshearing, a lower normal stress σ is applied. The sample is then again sheared at a
constant rate. The shear stress measured by the shear cell will again increase as the powder bed
resists movement through internal friction until yield occurs. At that point, the shear stress will
drop sharply. This point is indicated as “incipient flow” in the right part of Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Expected shear stress graph when preshearing at a constant normal stress σcons and then
shearing at a lower constant normal stress σ. Image adapted from [5]

The value of the shear stress at the incipient flow peak is measured. This value is the shear stress
at which yield occurs for the normal stress σ after preshearing at a normal consolidation stress
σcons. Repeating this process of preshear and shear multiple times at different shear normal
stresses σ allows us to plot the yield shear stress τ as a function of the normal stress σ. This
curve is known as the yield locus, and it is different for different normal consolidation stresses
σcons.

Yield locus
In general, this yield locus depends on the normal consolidation stress σcons, but also on other
factors such as the temperature, humidity, shear rate and the consolidation time. The yield
locus is generally a curved line, given by the Warren-Spring equation(

τ

τc

)n
=
σ

T
+ 1 (5)

where τ is the shear stress, σ is the normal stress, τc is the cohesion, T is the tensile strength
and n is a parameter with a real value between 1 and 2 correlated to the cohesiveness of the
powder [7]. The Warren-Spring equation is an empirical equation, but was also explained using
a model where the particles are in a cubic lattice with elastic attractive forces between nearest
neighbours [7]. In practice, yield loci are often measured in the range of 3 to 15 kPa, where they
can usually be approximated by a linear function

τ = aσ + τc (6)

where a is the slope and τc is the cohesion. τc is zero for completely free-flowing powders
but is generally not negligible. To extract other useful powder parameters from shear cell
measurements, a construction with two Mohr circles will be used. This construction is shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Construction for determining the major principal consolidation stress σ1, the minor principal
consolidation stress σ2, the unconfined yield strength σc, the cohesion shear stress τc, the angle of
internal friction ϕi, the effective angle of internal friction ϕe and the endpoint of the yield locus E
from the known yield locus, consolidation normal stress σcons and the consolidation shear stress τcons.
Figure based on [8].

The first Mohr circle is tangent to the yield locus and goes through the origin. The other point
of intersection with the σ-axis is then (σ = σc, τ = 0) where σc is called the “unconfined yield
strength”. It represents the lowest principal stress at which yield occurs when the other principal
stress is equal to zero. One can imagine that this unconfined yield stress is relevant at the point
of powder arching, where there is no powder below the arch to exert any stress on it. The
second Mohr circle is again tangent to the yield locus and goes through the consolidation point
(σcons,τcons). This circle intersects with the σ-axis at σ = σ2 and σ = σ1. These two stresses
are known as the “principle consolidation stresses”. These are the principal stresses equivalent
to the state of yield achieved during preshearing (at normal stress σcons).

The angle of internal friction ϕi is defined as the angle between the yield locus and the σ-axis.
The effective angle of internal friction ϕe is defined as the angle of the line going through the
origin and tangent to the Mohr circle equivalent to (σcons, τcons), which is shown graphically in
Figure 9. This latter definition seems arbitrary, but it allows one to write

σ2
σ1

=
1− sinϕe

1 + sinϕe
(7)

which is used in the derivation of hopper flow theories, such as the ones by Jenike and Enstad
that are used in this thesis. Equations are derived in Appendix A in order to calculate these
properties from a measured yield locus numerically rather than graphically.
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Flow function
It is now assumed that the degree of compaction of the powder, and thus the yield locus, only
depends on the major principal stresses σ1. The unconfined yield strength of the powder σc can
thus be plotted as a function of the major principal stress σ1. This function is known as the
powder’s “flow function”. It is generally a curved line. Drescher et al. [9] postulated that this
function must always pass through (0,0) and that the function can be described by a generalized
form of the Warren-Spring equation (

σc + E

E

)q
=
σ1
F

+ 1 (8)

where E, F and q are material parameters analogous to τc, T and n in equation (5). Similar to
the Warren-Spring equation, it is often approximated by the linear equation

σc = k · σ1 + σcu (9)

One should take care to only use this approximation within the region of σ1 that was measured.
It is especially invalid when extrapolating the flow function from measurements at higher stress
towards low stresses, as the flow function tends to curve towards (0,0) [9, 10]. The flow function
is important in hopper design theories, as will be shown in section 2.1.3.

Wall shear
Besides quantifying the internal friction and cohesion of a powder, a shear tester can also be
used to quantify the friction and cohesion of a powder with a different material (known as
“wall friction” and “adhesion”). Quantifying wall friction and adhesion is relevant in hopper
design when considering the powder flow and forces acting near the walls of the hopper. The
measurement procedure is similar to that of powder shear. Now, the powder is sheared at a
constant shear rate by a ring of wall material under a known normal stress σw. After overcoming
the static friction, the shear stress becomes constant. This constant shear stress τw is measured
for different values of the normal stress, which is shown in the left graph of Figure 10. Plotting
these points (σw,τw) results in what is known as the (kinematic) wall yield locus, as is shown in
the right graph of Figure 10.

Figure 10: Example of a (kinematic) wall yield locus. Image from [5].

The wall yield locus shown in Figure 10 is a straight line going through the origin. The wall

friction angle ϕw, defined as ϕw = arctan
(
τw
σw

)
, is then independent of σw. This is not always

the case; the wall yield locus can be curved and/or have a non-zero wall adhesion τad. The wall
friction angle then depends on σw. Hopper flow theories typically assume a constant wall friction
angle.
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2.1.3 Hopper parameters

This section describes how to choose a suitable orifice size and hopper wall angle using the results
acquired from a shear tester as described in the previous section. Figure 11 below shows the
definitions of the hopper orifice dimension d and the hopper wall angle θ. These definitions are
valid for both conical and wedge hoppers. In the case of conical hoppers, d is the diameter of
the circular orifice, while in wedge hoppers d is the width of the orifice slit.

Figure 11: Definition of the hopper wall angle θ and the orifice dimension d.

Hopper wall angle
One can set up a system of two differential equations for the stresses in a filled two-dimensional
hopper [11]. These equations are

∂s(r, φ)

∂φ
+ s(r, φ)f(r, φ) + g(r, φ) = 0

r
∂s(r, φ)

∂r
+ s(r, φ)h(r, φ) + j(r, φ) = 0

(10)

with r and φ the radial and angular coordinates, s(r, φ) a function directly related to the stress,
and f(r, φ), g(r, φ), h(r, φ) and j(r, φ) complex functions that depend on powder properties,
position and hopper geometry. Solutions of these differential equations can only be found nu-
merically, no analytical solutions are known. Solutions do not always exist, this depends on
the combination of the wall friction angle ϕw, the effective angle of internal friction ϕe and the
hopper wall angle θ. If no solution exists for a given powder and hopper type, there will be zones
of stagnant powder inside the hopper. This type of flow is known as funnel flow. If a solution
does exist, the entire powder mass flows continuously through the hopper, which is known as
mass flow. Both of these flow types are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Schematic image of two types of flow patterns: mass flow (left) where all material in the
hopper flows toward the orifice and funnel flow (right) where stagnant zones exist in the hopper.

When designing a hopper, the material and the hopper angle θ should be chosen such that mass
flow will occur in the hopper. ϕe and ϕw can be measured in the shear tester. A maximum
hopper angle for mass flow θmax can then be found for conical hoppers either using the left graph
in Figure 13 or from the analytical corresponding equation

θmax =
1

2

(
180◦ − arccos

(
1− sinϕe

2 sinϕe

)
− ϕw − arcsin

(
sinϕw

sinϕe

))
(11)

where all angles are in degrees [12]. For wedge hoppers, the right graph in Figure 13 can be
used. An empirical equation for the maximum hopper angle in wedge hoppers is

θmax =
1

0.725 (ϕe)
0.2

(
exp

(
3.75 · (1.01)

0.1ϕe−3
)
− ϕw

)
(12)

where all angles are in degrees and with the additional constraint that mass flow can only occur
when ϕw < ϕe − 3◦ [12]. For both hopper shapes, it is recommended in literature to choose a
hopper angle θ that is at least 3◦ smaller than the maximum angle θmax [5, 12].

Figure 13: Combinations of the hopper angle θ, the angle of internal friction ϕe and the angle of wall
friction ϕx resulting in mass flow or funnel flow for conical hoppers (left) and wedge hoppers (right).
Images from [5].
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Orifice dimension
Another important parameter in designing a hopper is the orifice dimension. In literature, one
often finds the mention of a critical orifice dimension dcrit [4, 5, 10, 12]. For mass flow hoppers
with an orifice dimension d > dcrit, continuous flow without arching will always occur, while
arching always occurs for hoppers with an orifice dimension d < dcrit. While often postulated,
this is not entirely true, as will be discussed in section 3.1.2. In the application of 3D food
printing, bridge forming is desired, therefore an orifice dimension should be chosen which is
smaller than the critical orifice dimension. To determine the critical orifice dimension, the
theory developed by Enstad [10] will be used. He derives the critical dimension from a force
balance in a powder arch. The original theory by Jenike gives an overestimation of the critical
dimension, which is reduced (but not eliminated) by using Enstad’s theory.

The original derivation by Enstad is done in two dimensions and is valid for a wedge hopper
which is sufficiently long so that friction at the vertical front and back walls is negligible. A rule
of thumb is that the length of the hopper should at least three times the width of the hopper
[4]. The resulting equation for the critical dimension is

dcrit = 2 · sin (θ) · Xb − 1

X
· Z0

γYb
(13)

with X, Xb, Yb and Z0 defined as

Xb =
u sinϕi

1− sinϕi

Yb =
(α+ θ) sin θ

sin2(α+ θ)
+

sinα

sin(α+ θ)
− ku

2

Y

X − 1
(1 + sinϕe)

Z0 =
σcuu

2

u = 1 +
sin(2α+ θ)

sin θ

X =
sinϕe

1− sinϕe

(
1 +

sin (2α+ θ)

sin θ

)
Y =

(α+ θ) sin θ + sinα sin (α+ θ)

(1− sinϕe) sin2 (α+ θ)

(14)

In these equations, k and σcu are parameters from the linear fit of the flow function σc = kσ1+σcu.
α is the angle of the arches with the direction normal to the hopper wall and is given by

α =

{
ϕw if ϕw ≤ π

4 −
θ
2

π
4 −

θ
2 if ϕw >

π
4 −

θ
2

(15)

He later published a similar derivation for conical hoppers [13]. Equation (13) is again found for
the critical dimension, but now with different definitions of X, Xb, Yb and Z0 given by the set
of equations
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Xb =
2u sinϕi

1− sinϕ

Yb =
sinα+ sin θ

(
1 + tan2

(
α+θ
2

))
sin (α+ θ)

− kuY

X − 1
(1 + sinϕe)

Z0 =
2σcu cosα csc θ sin (α+ θ)

sinϕe − 1

u = 1 +
sin (2α+ θ)

sin θ

X =
4 cosα csc θ sin (α+ θ)

cscϕe − 1

Y =
csc (α+ θ) (sinα+ (α+ θ) csc (α+ θ) sin θ)

sinϕe − 1

(16)

Multiple assumptions are made in this theory which limit its applicability. One of these assump-
tions is that the powder is a continuum with constant friction angles and constant density. This
assumption will not hold in the case of a coarse powder where the particle size is in the same
order of magnitude as the hopper opening. It will also not hold in the case of large agglomer-
ates or in the presence of air pockets. The powder is further assumed to be in a passive stress
state where the major principal stress is oriented along circular arches. In reality, complex force
networks permeate throughout the powder, which at best resemble circular arcs near the orifice.
Figure 14 from Tang et al. [14] provides an example of such force networks. The arch at the
bottom indeed resembles the circular shape assumed by Enstad’s theory.

Figure 14: Image of force networks in a jammed hopper. Visualized using photoelastic particles
between two crossed polarizes. Photo from [14].
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2.2 Experimental set-up

In this section, a description of the shear cell used to perform powder and wall shear mea-
surements will be provided, along with a description of the calibration measurements that were
performed.

2.2.1 Shear cell

For the shear measurements, the powder shear add-on for the Anton Paar MCR502 rheometer
is used. The add-on, shown in Figure 15 consists of two ring-shaped powder containers, one
with a volume of 18.9 mL and one with a volume of 4.3 mL. The larger one will most often
be used, as the influence of wall friction at the edges of the container is smaller. It was indeed
experimentally confirmed that measurements in the smaller container resulted in consistently
larger shear stress values with larger fluctuations of the shear stress during the measurement.

Figure 15: Photo of the powder shear add-on used. Image from [15].

For both containers, there is a compatible shear ring with small metal blades. These blades
ensure that the shear stress measured will be of the shear between two layers of powder rather
than the shear between powder and the metal ring. There is also a shear ring without blades
(not shown in Figure 15) on which a smooth ring of another material can be mounted. This ring
is used to measure wall friction.

2.2.2 Calibration measurements

In a ring shear tester, many different parameters can be tuned: the preshear time, shear time,
shear rate and several averaging parameters for the automated detection of constant (shear)
stress during the pre-shear phase. This automated detection of constant shear stress will not be
used in any measurements, as it turns out to be difficult and time-consuming to find the right
parameters for consistent and correct measurements for every individual powder. It is faster and
more effective to run a separate measurement beforehand to determine the preshear time, shear
time and shear rate. Calibration measurements performed will be described in this section. For
all these measurements, BCR-116 limestone powder is used, which is a well-documented reference
powder for shear testing from the European Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements
[16].
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First, the shear rate must be determined as the preshear and shear times depend on the shear
rate. The default setting of the shear rate (determined by the Anton Paar software) is 0.005
rad/min. Samples of BCR-116 are sheared at this rate and at an arbitrary larger rate of 0.05
rad/min for 30 minutes under a constant normal stress of 6 kPa, which is one of the values
also used in the certification of BCR-116 [16]. This measurement is repeated three times for
each shear rate to check if the results are consistent. Figure 16 below shows an example of a
measurement at both shear speeds. The other measurements were similar.

Figure 16: Shear stress (red) of BCR-116 limestone powder during shear at a constant normal stress
(grey) of 6 kPa and constant shear rates of 0.005 rad/min (left) and 0.05 rad/min (right).

For the shear rate of 0.005 rad/min, the shear stress does not reach a constant level even after
30 minutes. For the higher shear rate of 0.05 rad/min, a constant shear stress is attained after
approximately 3 minutes. Choosing the higher shear rate allows for fast measurements, therefore
all further measurements on BCR-116 limestone powder will be performed at a shear rate of 0.05
rad/min. While this faster shear rate decreases measurement time, it should be noted that it
also increases the amount of undesired upward flow of powder. An extreme example of such flow
is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: An extreme case of undesired upward flow of powder during shear measurements.
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The next step is to check if the shear cell provides reliable results. Measurements are performed
on BCR-116 limestone powder at consolidation normal stresses of 3, 6 and 9 kPa. The results
are then compared to the certified values for this powder [16], which can be found in Appendix
B. The resulting graphs of normal and shear stress over time are also compared qualitatively to
the expected shape of such graphs which is shown in Figure 8. One example from a measurement
is shown in Figure 18, where the black data points were obtained during preshear and the blue
data point were obtained during shear. Comparing this result to Figure 8, one indeed sees that
constant shear stress is attained during preshear. A difference is that the shear stress passes a
maximum before attaining constant shear stress. This is probably due to a known process called
“shear zone localization” [5, Chapter 5.2]. The shear stress measured during shear is exactly as
expected; the shear stress increases sharply, then suddenly drops to a lower constant value.

Figure 18: Shear stress during a shear measurement on BCR-116 limestone powder. The powder is
presheared at a normal stress of 3 kPa and sheared at a normal stress of 1.2 kPa, both at a shear
rate of 0.05 rad/min. The black points are the shear stress during preshear, the blue points are the
shear stress during shear.

Two measurements are now performed. During these measurements, the shear stress values at
the sharp incipient flow peaks are recorded. This comparison is shown in Table 1. Except for
the measurement at σcons = 9.0 kPa and σ = 7.2 kPa, all measured values fall within the 95%
confidence intervals of the certified value. However, for increasing normal stresses, the yield
shear stresses are consistently in the low end of the certified range. This is likely a systematic
error. A possible cause is the upward flow of powder, which is more prevalent at higher normal
stresses and decreases the powder’s degree of compaction. For more accurate measurements, a
suggestion is thus to choose the shear rate and normal stresses such that the upward powder
flow is minimized.
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Table 1: Comparison of the yield shear stresses τ1 and τ2 found in two different measurements to
the certified value τcert for BCR-116 limestone powder at different normal stresses σ and normal
consolidation stresses σcons. The given interval for τcert is a 95% confidence interval.

σcons (kPa) σ (kPa) τ1 (kPa) τ2 (kPa) τcert (kPa)

3.0
1.2 1.33 1.24 1.4± 0.2
1.8 1.59 1.56 1.6± 0.2
2.4 1.91 1.90 1.9± 0.2

6.0
2.4 2.28 2.30 2.6± 0.3
3.6 2.95 2.99 3.2± 0.4
4.8 3.61 3.68 3.8± 0.5

9.0
3.6 3.31 3.31 3.6± 0.5
5.4 4.40 4.39 4.7± 0.5
7.2 5.27 5.25 5.7± 0.4
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2.3 Results

Shear measurements are performed in threefold on BCR-116 limestone powder to determine its
flow function. In each measurement, 3 yield loci are measured with 3 data points on each locus.
The normal consolidation stresses of the yield loci are 200, 400 and 600 Pa respectively. A
shear rate of 0.05 rad/min is again chosen. A lower shear rate is not necessary because upward
flow of powder is barely observed at these stresses. Measurements stresses below 200 Pa are
desirable, but not reliable as the stress fluctuations throughout the measurement are in that
order of magnitude. Table 2 contains the results of the measurements on BCR-116. For every
yield locus in every measurement, a least-squares linear fit is performed. The resulting slopes
and cohesion values are combined to find the average and standard error of the slope a and
cohesion τc that are shown below. From these, unconfined yield stresses σc and major principal
consolidation stresses σ1 are calculated using the equations derived in Appendix A. The angle of
internal friction ϕi and the effective angle of internal friction ϕe are also calculated from these
measurements. A linear fit is then performed on these values of σ1 and σc to find the slope k
and the intersection σcu of the flow function.

Table 2: Parameters determined from three shear measurements of BCR-116 limestone powder. a is
the slope of the yield locus, τc the cohesion, σ1 the major principal consolidation stress, ϕi the angle
of internal friction and ϕe the effective angle of internal friction. The values shown are an average
over three measurements and the standard error of this average.

σcons (Pa) τcons (Pa) a (-) τc (Pa) σ1 (Pa) σc (Pa) ϕi (rad) ϕe (rad)
200 180 0.243± 0.061 125.9± 2.5 405± 182 320± 20 0.238± 0.058 0.88± 0.54
400 340 0.470± 0.067 182± 27 753± 78 573± 92 0.439± 0.055 0.97± 0.14
600 500 0.50± 0.13 247± 70 1126± 207 799± 245 0.46± 0.10 0.93± 0.24

The linear fit of the flow function, shown in Figure 19, has a slope k = 0.70 ± 0.21 and an
intersection σcu = 36± 93 Pa. In the error calculation of k and σcu, the standard errors of σcons,
τcons and σ1 are neglected because the point (σcons, τcons) is always close to the linear fit of the
yield locus, causing huge errors due to the non-linearity of the equations from Appendix A. In
reality, the point (σcons, τcons) is per definition on the yield locus, and slightly below its linear
fit in the usual case where the real yield locus is a slightly convex curve. The error caused by
these three variables is thus not as large as including them in the calculation would suggest.
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Figure 19: Linear fit of the flow function of BCR-116 limestone powder. Only the errors in the
unconfined yield strength σc are used in calculating the least-squares linear fit (red). The fit is of the
form σc = kσx + σcu with k = 0.7± 0.21 and σcu = 36± 93.
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To calculate the critical dimension of this powder in a hopper, the wall friction angle must first
be measured. A wall yield locus is thus measured using a ring of 3D-printed resin. This material
is chosen as most previous prototype hoppers were made from this resin. Five measurements are
performed with normal stresses ranging from 200 to 1000 Pa. The error in each measurement is
estimated to be 50 Pa. The measurements are shown in Figure 20 along with a linear fit. The
linear fit has a slope of 0.65± 0.08 and an intersection at 2± 52 Pa. Assuming the intersection
to be 0, the wall friction angle is constant and equal to ϕw = 0.58± 0.06 rad.
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Figure 20: Linear fit of the wall yield locus of BCR-116 powder. The measurements were performed
with a smooth shear ring made of 3D-printed resin. The least-squares linear fit is of the form
τw = awσw + τad with aw = 0.65± 0.08 and τad = 2± 52 Pa.

Combining the results from Table 2 with a hopper wall angle θ = 10◦ ± 0.5◦, the density
ρ = (1.2± 0.1) · 103 kg

m3 (estimated from stress-dependent density measurements performed in
[16]), the wall friction angle ϕw = 0.58± 0.06 rad and the estimations ϕi = 0.38± 0.12 rad and
ϕe = 0.93 ± 0.05 rad, the Enstad theory predicts dcrit = 13 ± 39 mm for a wedge hopper and
dcrit = 28± 81 mm for a conical hopper. The standard errors of these values are too large to be
useful. This will be discussed in section 2.4.
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2.4 Discussion

The calibration measurements show that the default shear rate of 0.005 rad/min is too low to
complete measurements within an acceptable time. A larger shear rate of 0.05 rad/min could
be chosen because upward flow of powder is barely present when measuring at low stresses (¡ 1
kPa). However, when measuring other powders or at larger stresses, a large amount of upward
powder flow may be present, resulting in inaccurate measurements. A lower shear rate should
then be chosen despite the longer measurement times. There are a few additional difficulties to
be taken into account when performing longer measurements. Applying stress on the powder for
too long can change its properties, e.g. due to plastic deformation of the particles. This process
is known as “time consolidation”. Long measurement times also allow the powder to absorb
more humidity from the air, again changing its properties. The latter could be prevented by
properly preparing the powder (e.g. drying) and performing the entire shear test in a controlled
environment (e.g. with 0% relative humidity), but the former cannot. The recommendation to
pick a larger shear rate if possible, in this case 0.05 rad/min, therefore still stands.

While the calculated values of dcrit seem to be in the right order of magnitude, the standard error
of these values is unacceptably large. These standard errors are probably an underestimation,
given that the errors of three variables are neglected in this calculation. The large standard
error in dcrit originates mostly from the large relative errors in k and σcu. As the error in σx was
neglected in the linear fit of the flow function, these errors in k and σcu must originate from the
errors in σc. Indeed, the relative errors in σc are large, causing a similarly large relative error in
k. The absolute errors in σc are also large compared to the value of σcu measured for BCR-116,
causing the relative error in σcu to be enormous. The latter is problematic. Unlike their linear
approximations, the flow functions of all powders pass through the origin, therefore the value of
σcu will always be small and the relative error in σcu will always be large when measuring the
flow function at small major principal stresses [9]. The conclusion is that a calculation of dcrit
will always be inaccurate for millimeter- to centimeter-sized hoppers, as the flow function at low
stresses determines the powder behaviour in such hoppers. This inaccuracy can only be solved
if the flow function of a powder at small stresses can be measured with much better accuracy.

It is possible to adapt a ring shear cell in order to be more accurate. This was for example done
by Schulze et al. [17] for a different ring shear cell by reducing the mass of the components,
making the force transducers more sensitive and replacing the blades on the shear ring by a finer
pyramidical structure. He showed that this allowed for measurements down to 30 Pa. Whether
the same measures would be effective for the Anton Paar shear cell was not researched. In any
case, this is not recommended as it will be seen in section 3 that the entire notion of a sharp
critical dimension is not generally valid in small hoppers.

While the used shear cell does not allow for accurate calculation of the critical orifice diameter of
a conical hopper, it can still be used very well to determine the angle of internal friction ϕi, the
effective angle of internal friction ϕe and the wall friction angle ϕw. These are used for choosing
a suitable hopper angle for mass flow using the theory described in section 2.1.3.
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3 Hoppers

This section will investigate the possibility of predicting the critical diameter of a conical hopper
by measuring the critical width in a wedge hopper. The theoretical background for this idea
will be discussed in section 3.1.1. Section 3.2 describes the experimental set-up, followed by the
results in section 3.3. The results and their implications are then discussed in section 3.4.

3.1 Theory

3.1.1 Relating hopper geometries

The shape of a hopper influences the critical dimension and flow pattern of powder inside the
hopper. Different theories take this into account in different ways. Jenike [4] does not derive
this from first principles, but introduces an experimental angle-dependent prefactor H(θ) in his
calculation of the critical dimension. This prefactor depends on the hopper angle and the hopper
shape and is shown in Figure 21 below for conical and wedge hoppers. It can directly be seen
from this figure that the ratio between the prefactors for conical and wedge hoppers always lies
between 2.0 and 2.2 for angles in the range 0◦ < θ < 40◦.

Figure 21: The experimental prefactor H(θ) used by Jenike in calculating the critical dimension in
hoppers of different shapes. Figure from [5].

In Enstad’s theory, the critical dimensions for conical and wedge hoppers are calculated using
equations derived from the different symmetries of the hoppers [10, 13]. These resulting equations
are given in (13) through (16). While these equations are quite extensive, taking their ratio gives
a relatively simple equation. This ratio has some mathematical singularities, but sufficiently far
from those it has a value of approximately two, which nicely matches the experimental parameter
introduced by Jenike.

To see if this ratio of two is true in practice, measurements performed in conical and wedge
hoppers are compared. These measurements are found in papers by Drescher et al. [9] and
by Thomas et al. [18]. For each powder that they measured in both types of hoppers, the
measured critical diameter in the cone-shaped hopper was divided by the measured critical width
in the wedge hopper. The results are shown in Table 3. Note that the intervals of individual
measurements are relatively large. The intervals from Drescher et al.’s experiments are assumed
to be 100% confidence intervals, while the intervals from Thomas et al.’s measurements are
intervals of one standard error.
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Table 3: Ratio of the critical diameter in conical hoppers and the critical width in wedge hoppers
using the measurements on different powders performed by Drescher et al. [9] (left) and by Thomas
et al. [18] (right)

Powder Ratio
Limestone (5%) 1.9-2.8

Limestone (3.2%) 2.0-3.3
Coal 1.5-1.9

Cement 1.4-2.6

Powder Ratio
Ottowa sand 2.3-3.5
Basmati rice 1.7-2.1

Lentils 1.7-2.1

Under the assumption that the ratio does not depend on powder properties, like in Jenike’s
theory, the true ratio must be in the overlap of these values. There is however no region of
overlap between all measured powders, indicating that the ratio is at least somewhat powder-
dependent. If it can be assumed that the powder dependency is small, it is useful to look at
the smallest range which overlaps with all individual powders. For the powders measured by
Drescher et al. that range is 1.9-2.0 and for the powders measured by Thomas et al. that range
is 2.1-2.3. Combining the two ranges gives a broader range of 1.9-2.3. This range is in good
agreement with the range of 2.0-2.2 predicted by Jenike’s theory. This smallest overlapping
range alone is not enough to prove that a ratio between 1.9 and 2.3 is correct for all powders;
the individual powder ranges are too wide for that. Experimentation is required to verify this.
The set-up for such experiments will be described in section 3.2 and the results are described in
section 3.3.

3.1.2 The statistical nature of powder flow

In hopper flow theories, including those by Jenike and Enstad, the existence of a critical orifice
dimension is often postulated. Powder should always flow if the orifice dimension is larger than
the critical dimension and should never flow if the orifice dimension is smaller than the critical
dimension. Experiments performed by Zuriguel et al. [19, 20] paint a different picture. For
spherical glass beads, they found the nature of flow to be statistical. The statistical nature
of the flow is described with a jamming probability function J(R,N), which is the probability
that the flow stops before N particles pass through at an outlet with radius R (expressed as
multiples of the particle radius). For larger amounts of particles, this jamming probability
function becomes very sharp, resembling the often postulated critical dimension. This makes
sense as older theories are often based on flow in large-scale applications where the number
of particles in the hopper is large. Fits of the data from Zuriguel et al. show that there is
indeed some critical dimension above which flow always occurs. However, instant jamming is
not guaranteed below that orifice diameter. The data and fits from Zuriguel et al. are shown in
Figure 22 below.
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Figure 22: Left: jamming probability for N glass beads in a hopper where the outlet radius is the
same as that of R glass beads. The lines from left to right are for N= 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000, 3000,
10 000, and 30 000 beads respectively. Figure from [19]. Right: the average number of particles
<s> falling through the hopper before jamming occurs at different values of R. The inset shows <s>
plotted logarithmically as a function of 1/(Rc-R), where Rc is a critical radius determined to be 4.93.
Figure from [20].

The measurements performed during this project indicate that the flow of all powders, not just
spherical glass beads, is stochastic. It is then not sufficient to determine a sharp critical dimension
by performing single flow/no flow experiments. Multiple experiments must be performed at
different orifice dimensions to estimate the flow probability pf. Doing this both with and without
vibration, one can determine a suitable orifice dimension at which flow occurs with vibration
but not without vibration. Determining confidence intervals for the flow probability pf from a
limited number of measurements N is not trivial. Equations for this will be covered in Appendix
C.

3.1.3 Humidity and triboelectricity

The flow of powder in a hopper is not just affected by its particle material, shape and surface
properties, but also by environmental parameters. Arguably the most influential of these is the
relative humidity. The effect of humidity has been studied extensively in literature [21, 22, 23].
When the relative humidity is large, the surface of the particles is covered in a thin layer of
water. Capillary liquid bridges then form at the points of contact between particles, creating
attractive forces between them. These attractive forces increase the cohesion of the powder,
which directly influences the required hopper orifice dimension.

If the powder material is not soluble in water, the increased cohesion can be reversed by dry-
ing the powder before conducting a flow experiment. The experiment itself must then also be
conducted in a dry environment; otherwise the powder can reabsorb moisture during repeated
flow. If the powder is soluble in water, the increased cohesion cannot be reversed completely.
The material dissolved in the capillary liquid bridge then solidifies when the liquid evaporates,
possibly creating solid bridges between the particles and thus creating agglomerates. To pre-
vent this agglomerate formation, the powder must be kept dry both in storage and during the
experiment.
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Figure 23: Particles stuck together due to a liquid bridge (left) and due to electrostatic forces (right).

Performing measurements in a completely dry environment does not resolve all reproducibility
issues. When electric charges are present on the surface of the particles, this creates an electric
field. If particles have an opposite charge, this creates an attractive force, increasing cohesion. A
thin layer of water can partially dissipate these charges and thus lower this attractive force [23].
The electrostatic attractive force is thus larger when there is no water layer present. Furthermore,
a complicating factor is that electric charge can more easily accumulate on the particle surface
in a dry environment due to the triboelectric effect. This is the effect where electric charge is
exchanged between two surfaces when they are separated from each other. This effect is known
to strongly influence powder flow [24]. It happens between the particles and the hopper, but
also between particles of the same material. Larger particles tend to become oppositely charged
to smaller particles. This latter effect is known as bipolar charging [25], and its physical origin
is still debated [26]. The accumulation of electric charge can happen very fast. In a repeated
flow experiment, one observes the cohesion increasing within a few measurements, and thus the
orifice dimension necessary for flow also increasing significantly. Experiments have successfully
reduced this effect using a static ionizer [27].

The resulting conundrum is an interesting one. If the relative humidity is too high, adsorption of
the moisture will allow for liquid bridging, increasing the cohesivity of the powder. If the relative
humidity is too low, electric charges can be exchanged between particles, again increasing the
cohesivity of the powder. There is thus a (powder-dependent) relative humidity where the
powder cohesivity is minimal [23]. Low cohesivity is desirable, as it allows the powder to flow
through smaller orifices, which results in a better resolution when 3D printing. If printing is to
be done at this optimal relative humidity, hopper flow testing should also be performed at that
same relative humidity.
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3.2 Experimental set-up

Section 3.2.1 describes which powders will be used for measurements and how they are prepared
to allow for reproducible measurements. A single wedge hopper is built where the orifice width
and wall angle can be varied. Details about this adjustable wedge hopper can be found in
section 3.2.2. Building an adjustable conical hopper is impossible; therefore a different hopper
has to be made for every combination of orifice diameter and wall angle that is to be used for
measurements. Details on the design of these conical hoppers are provided in section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Powders and preparation

Measurements will be performed on three types of powder: BCR-116, Lactohale 200 and glass
beads. BCR-116 is a fine limestone powder with a median particle diameter of 4.7 μm from
the European Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements. It is the most cohesive of
the three powder types and used as a reference powder for shear testing [16]. Lactohale 200 is
a powder of crystalline α-lactose monohydrate with a median particle diameter of 75 μm from
DFE Pharma. It is also cohesive, but not as much as BCR-116. Two variants of glass beads
are measured, one with a bead diameter of 1.0 mm from Acros Organics and one with a bead
diameter of 2.0 mm from Karl Hecht. The mass density of the individual beads is different
between the two variants. These beads are expected to behave as free-flowing powders, as the
cohesive forces between individual particles are very small relative to their weight. Some of
the beads were slightly deformed or of a slightly different size, but this was not characterized.
Before powders are used in experiments, they are dried for 24 hours by placing an open pot with
powder in an almost airtight plastic chamber with an inlet for dry compressed air. The chamber
is shown in Figure 24 below. Measurements with a humidity sensor confirm that the relative
humidity inside the chamber drops to zero within a few minutes.

Figure 24: Photo of the drying chamber used to dry powders before performing experiments.

The reason for drying the powder is to remove water from the surfaces of the particles, preventing
the formation of liquid bridges. Drying does not guarantee that there is no water left in the
particles. There can still be water in pores or even inside the crystal lattice of some materials.
Lactose is an example of the latter [28]. Water inside pores or a crystal lattice does not give any
problems, as long as the evaporation rate is faster than the rate at which the water is released
from the pores or crystal lattice.
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The choice to dry the powder for 24 hours is based on measurements of BCR-116 and Lactohale
200. Figure 25 shows the powder mass recorded as a function of the time spent in the drying
chamber. In both cases, mass is lost quickly in the first few hours and much more slowly
afterwards. In the case of BCR-116 it is not even clear if mass is still lost after the few hours;
the last three measurement points could differ only due to measurement errors. It is assumed
that the initial fast mass decrease is the loss of surface water, and the slow mass decrease is
the loss of water from particle pores or the crystal lattice. Note that the mass fraction of water
evaporated from both powders is very small, less than 0.05% of the initial powder mass. Such
a small mass fraction is expected for BCR-116, which can be seen from its water adsorption
isotherm shown in Figure 26 [16]. A water adsorption isotherm for Lactohale 200 was not found,
but water adsorption isotherms of other crystalline α-lactose powders show similarly low amounts
of water adsorption at typical values of the relative humidity [29].
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Figure 25: Mass of a BCR-116 sample (left) and a Lactohale 200 sample (right) in percentages of
the initial mass as a function of time spent in a drying chamber.
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Figure 26: Water adsorption isotherm for BCR-116 limestone powder. Figure adapted from [16].

Before every individual flow measurement, the pot with powder is rotated manually for an
arbitrary time of 10 seconds. This movement brings the powder in a reproducible “dilated”
density and thus ensures that the powder bulk density is identical before every measurement
[30].
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3.2.2 Wedge hopper

A wedge hopper with an adjustable wall angle and orifice width is built. A schematic illustration
and a photo of this hopper are provided in Figure 27 and Figure 28 respecitvely.

Figure 27: A schematic image of the adjustable wedge hopper set-up.

The long walls of the wedge hopper are made of tool steel plates. The dimensions of these are
80x80x5 mm. The steel plates are mounted on manual rotation stages (Thorlabs PR01/M),
allowing for different hopper wall angles. These rotation stages are in turn mounted on linear
translation stages (Newmark ET-50-21). The linear translation stages are controlled electroni-
cally from a Smoothieboard and can be used to change the hopper orifice width in steps of 0.1
mm. During measurements, the two steel plates are clamped in between two plates of hardened
glass (one of which is shown in Figure 28). The advantage of using glass is that the powder flow
pattern below the surface is visible.

Underneath one of the steel hopper walls, a piezo ring (STEMINC SMR3010T60P8NA) is
mounted. The piezo is driven by a 400 V (peak-to-peak) electric AC current generated by
a function generator (Fluke PM5139) and amplified by a high-voltage amplifier (Trek model
2205). The piezo is documented to have a resonance frequency of 59 kHz (± 5%), but measure-
ments with a laser Doppler vibrometer show mechanical resonance at different frequencies. The
AC frequency used to drive the piezo during powder flow measurements is 44.0 kHz, which is
close to a mechanical resonance at 44.5 kHz. The mechanical response of the steel plate at this
frequency is measured to be a sinusoidal wave with an amplitude of 16 nm at one spot on the
plate, which is a very typical value in resonance. For comparison, another mechanical resonance
was found at 52.3 kHz, where the amplitude was 17 nm. Different amplitudes are found at
different spots on the steel plate, but the amplitude is off at most by a factor of 2 on any of the
measured spots. Generally, piezo resonance is a complex topic. Electrical resonance frequencies
do not always match the mechanical resonance frequencies of the piezo, the vibration amplitude
depends on the clamping stress, and the resonance frequency depends on the geometry of the
steel plate that vibrates along with the piezo. The piezo was not removed between measuring
its mechanical response and performing hopper flow measurements, so the complexities of piezo
resonance will not be further explored in this thesis. The piezo is simply treated as a vibration
device applying a sinusoidal wave with a frequency of 44.0 kHz and an amplitude in the order
of magnitude of 16 nm.
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Figure 28: A photo of the adjustable wedge hopper set-up.

Measurements on humidity-sensitive powders must be performed in a controlled atmosphere.
The wedge hopper is placed inside a sealed plastic glove bag (Avail QT30) to achieve this. Dry
compressed air is pumped into the glove bag while the relative humidity of the air inside is
monitored with a humidity sensor (Hygrosens HYTELOG-USB-SET2). The relative humidity
can become as low as 0.5%, and all measurements are performed under 2%. This is probably not
the relative humidity where the powder cohesivity is minimal (which was discussed in section
3.1.3). However, using air that is as dry as possible prevents surface water adsorption, and thus
prevents irreversible changes in the powder such as agglomeration due to solid bridging. Figure
29 shows the wedge hopper inside the glove bag.

Figure 29: A photo of the adjustable wedge hopper inside the glove bag inflated with dry air.
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To perform measurements, the set-up is first set to the desired hopper angle. In all measurements
performed in this project, this angle was chosen to be 10◦. The translation stages are used first
to make sure that the steel plates are touching and then to set them the desired distance d
apart. The steel plates are clamped in between the glass plates after which the hopper is filled
to the desired height (approximately 50 mm in the measurements performed in this report) while
blocking the hopper orifice manually. Optionally, the function generator and amplifier are now
turned on to operate the piezo and create vibration. The blockade below the hopper is now
released, and it is noted whether the powder flows through the hopper completely (“flow” or
“3”) or incompletely/not at all (“no flow” or “7”). If the piezo was used, it is now turned off,
and the powder is collected.

These measurements are performed multiple times and at multiple orifice widths to estimate
a flow probability function. d is set back to zero between each measurement and then to the
desired value again. The reason is that powder exerts pressure on the plates, slightly pushing
them outward. This can result in the orifice width becoming larger by up to 0.1 mm during every
measurement, which noticeably distorts the results when the flow is sensitive to small changes.
While the true probability of flow pf can not be known from a limited number of measurements,
a probability density function f(p) can be calculated from the results of multiple measurements
at the same angle θ and the same orifice width d. p is a probability parameter in this function.
The details and derivation of the probability density function are given in Appendix C. To
summarize, the probability density function f(p) allows one to calculate a confidence interval
for the true probability of flow pf. The confidence that a < pf < b is given by

P (a < pf < b) =

∫ b

a

f(p) dp (17)

in which p is a probability parameter, a and b are real constants between 0 and 1, and a < b.
The probability density function f(p) is given by

f(p) = (N + 1) ·
(
N

Nf

)
· pNf · (1− p)N−Nf (18)

with N the total number of performed measurements and Nf the number of measurements
where the powder flows through the hopper completely. Please refer to Appendix C for further
details and examples of confidence interval calculations. The confidence intervals are used to
estimate a flow probability function using a least-squares fit. The fitted function is a cumulative
normal distribution, which is chosen because of its similarity in shape to the jamming probability
functions measured by Zuriguel et al. and shown in Figure 22.

3.2.3 Conical hoppers

Conical hoppers are designed and made to verify whether the relation between conical and wedge
hopper orifice dimensions is the same as theoretically predicted in section 3.1. An example of one
such conical hopper is shown in Figure 30. All experiments in the wedge hopper are performed
at an angle of 10◦ relative to the vertical; therefore the wall angle of the conical hoppers are
chosen to be the same. They are made out of aluminium because this is easier and cheaper to
fabricate than the steel used in the wedge hopper. It is assumed that the wall friction between
these materials is similar, which was confirmed for BCR-116 using shear cell measurements.
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Figure 30: Schematic drawing of one of the conical hoppers. All lengths and diameters shown are in
millimeters.

The hoppers need two flat sides; one to mount the hoppers onto a set-up and one to mount
a piezo onto the hoppers. The cone is cut out of a cube for this reason. The side where the
piezo is mounted is slanted parallel to the sidewall of the hopper. This is done so the vibrations
hit the hopper wall perpendicularly, just like in the wedge hopper, and to reduce vibration
damping. Twelve of these hoppers are made. Six of them are made from 60x60 mm cubes and
have orifice diameters of 3.5 through 6.0 mm in steps of 0.5 mm. These hoppers are meant for
measurements on the two types of glass beads. The other six hoppers are made from 150x150
mm cubes and have orifice diameters of 50 through 75 mm in steps of 5 mm. These hoppers are
meant for measurements on BCR-116. The ranges of these orifice dimensions are chosen based
on the results in the wedge hopper detailed in section 3.3.1. The piezo is mounted onto the
hopper with four M3 screws, and the hopper is mounted onto a set-up with six M6 screws. The
set-up without the piezo is shown in Figure 31. To provide a sense of scale, the hoppers with
orifice diameters d = 5.0 mm and d = 50.0 mm are shown in Figure 32 together with a pair of
sunglasses.

Figure 31: Photo of a conical hopper
mounted onto a vertical slider.

Figure 32: Photo of two conical hoppers, with
orifice diameters d = 5.0 mm and d = 50.0
mm, with a pair of sunglasses for scale.

Multiple flow measurements are performed in each hopper. A confidence interval for the prob-
ability of flow pf is again calculated for every hopper using (17) and (18). The flow probability
function is again estimated using a least-squares fit of a cumulative normal distribution.
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3.3 Results

Measurements are performed in the wedge hopper and the conical hoppers. Section 3.3.1 de-
scribes measurements performed in the wedge hopper. Measurements are performed on BCR-
116, two types of glass beads and Lactohale 200. These measurements do not only serve to
estimate a flow probability function, but also to determine how to make flow measurements on a
single sample reproducible. Measurements in the conical hoppers are described in section 3.3.2.
These measurements are performed on BCR-116 and glass beads.

3.3.1 Wedge hopper

Figure 33 below shows the results of four sets of measurements on BCR-116 limestone powder
without using the glove bag. The first two sets were performed on the same day, and the
second two sets were performed one week later. The same powder sample is re-used for every
measurement. Each data point is determined from 5 individual flow measurements at the same
orifice width. The error bars are 68.27% intervals, corresponding to 1σ certainty, calculated
using the equations from Appendix C. Set 2 and 3 are offset to the right by 0.1 and 0.2 mm
respectively to reveal overlapping points. The dashed lines are cumulative normal distributions
determined from a least squared fit. These only serve as a guide to the eye, as the uncertainty
in the individual data points is large.
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Figure 33: Four sets of measurements of the flow probability function of BCR-116 limestone powder
in chronological order. The data points from set 2 and 3 are offset to the right by 0.1 and 0.2 mm
respectively to reveal overlapping points. Every data point is calculated from 5 measurements. The
dashed lines are least-squares fit of cumulative normal distributions and are only meant as a guide to
the eye. The error bars indicate a 1σ confidence interval calculated from a beta distribution.
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It is clear from these measurements that the powder becomes more cohesive as more measure-
ments are performed. There are multiple possible reasons for this, one of which is the humidity
in the air. During flow, the powder can absorb some of this humidity, allowing the formation
of liquid bridges and (eventually) solid bridges. To combat this, the measurements are repeated
with a new sample and inside the glove bag (dried to < 2% relative humidity). This time, orifice
widths of 28 through 36 mm are measured (based on set 1 from Figure 33). For each orifice
width, 10 measurements are performed to acquire more significant results. These measurements
are performed both with and without piezo vibrations, and the results are shown in Figure 34.
The measurements without vibrations were performed before the measurements with vibrations,
but both sets are performed on the same sample. Again, note that the dashed lines in the graph
are only meant as a guide to the eye.
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Figure 34: Two sets of measurements of the flow probability of BCR-116 limestone powder, one
performed without piezo vibrations (grey) and one performed with piezo vibrations (red). Each data
point consists of 10 measurements. The error bars indicate a 1σ confidence interval calculated from
a beta distribution. The fitted lines are meant as a guide to the eye.

Measurements are next performed on the two sets of spherical glass beads. These measurements
are performed outside of the glove bag and on samples of 50 g. This mass corresponds to 17 ·103

beads with a diameter of 1.0 mm or 5.1 · 103 beads with a diameter of 2.0 mm. Note that the
density of the individual beads is different between the two samples. 10 individual measurements
are performed at every orifice width, the results of which are shown in Figure 35. The error
bars again correspond to 1σ certainty and were calculated using the equations from Appendix
C. Least-squares fits are not added to these figures because they are inexact having only 3
data points and none at intermediate probabilities. These results show that a sharp transition
of the flow probability happens between an orifice width of 2.0 and 2.5 mm. More accurate
measurements can not be performed in this hopper.
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Figure 35: Measurement of the flow probability of glass beads with a diameter of 1.0 mm (left) and
2.0 mm (right). The error bars indicate a 1σ confidence interval calculated from a beta distribution.

Measurement of the flow probability function of lactose powder (Lactohale 200) is now attempted
inside the glove bag. This is not successful because the powder becomes much more cohesive
during the measurement sequence. The results are shown in chronological order in Table 4 (left).
Every 3-symbol indicates a measurement where the powder flows through the hopper completely,
while every 7-symbol indicates a measurement where the powder does not (completely) flow
through the hopper. While the powder flows through the hopper at an orifice width of 20 mm
five out of five times at first, it does not even flow through the hopper at an orifice width of
24 mm at the end of the sequence. The suspected cause for this increase in cohesiveness is
triboelectricity, which is a known problem for lactose powders [22, 23]. A static eliminator has
been applied to reduce this cohesiveness successfully in literature [27], so this is attempted with
a new lactose sample and a Simco-Ion Top Gun. The results of these measurements are shown
in Table 4 (right). Ionized air is blown at the sample while rotating it for 20 seconds between
each individual measurement. There is again a clear and large increase in cohesivity. The use
of a static eliminator thus does not increase reproducibility.

Table 4: Results of individual flow measurements for Lactohale 200 at different orifice widths. The
left table contains results of a measurement sequence without using a static eliminator, the right
table contains results with the use of a static eliminator. Each 3-symbol indicates complete flow of
the powder through the hopper, each 7-symbol indicates incomplete or no flow. The results are in
chronological order.

Width Result (3/7)
20.0 mm 3 3 3 3 3
14.0 mm 7 7 7 7 7
16.0 mm 7 7 7 7 7
18.0 mm 7 7 7 7 7
19.0 mm 7 7 7 7 7
19.5 mm 7 7 7 7 7
20.0 mm 7 7 7
22.0 mm 3 7 7 7 7
24.0 mm 3 7 7 7 7

Width Result (3/7)
20.0 mm 3 3 7 7 7
24.0 mm 3 3 3 3 3
20.0 mm 7 7 7 7 7
22.0 mm 7 7 7 7 7
24.0 mm 7 7 7 7 7

Experiments are lastly performed on a mixture of Lactohale 200 with SiO2 flow agent in a mass
ratio of 97:3. These measurements are again performed inside the glove bag. The results of these
measurements are shown in chronological order in Table 5. Flow occurs at much lower orifice
widths, which is expected with the use of a flow agent. A very important and unexpected result
is that the flow probability at the same width did not change significantly over time, which is
clearly seen by considering the repeated measurements at 8.0 and 7.0 mm. These results can
thus be used to estimate a flow probability function, which is shown in Figure 36.
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Table 5: Results of individual flow mea-
surements for a mixture of Lactohale 200
and SiO2 flow agent.

Width Result (3/7)
10.0 mm 3 3 3 3 3
8.0 mm 3 3 3 3 3
6.0 mm 7 3 7 7 7
4.0 mm 7 7 7 7 7
8.0 mm 3 3 3 3 3
7.0 mm 3 3 3 3 3
6.5 mm 3 7 7 7 7
7.0 mm 3 3 7 3 3
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Figure 36: Flow probability function of a mixture of
Lactohale 200 and SiO2 flow agent. The dashed
line is a least-squares fit of a cumulative normal
distribution and is only meant as a guide to the eye.
The error bars indicate a 1σ confidence interval
calculated from a beta distribution.

The flow probability function shown in Figure 36 can not be reproduced in measurements on a
sample with the same mass ratio. It is hypothesized that a difference in the mixing procedure
causes this. This hypothesis is tested by repeating the measurement on two new samples with
the same mass ratio of Lactohale 200 and SiO2 (97:3). Both samples are prepared in the same
way and rotated for 45 minutes in a rotator device (Stuart STR4 Rotator Drive). This rotation
allows the flow agent to de-agglomerate and cover the surfaces of the lactose particles. Flow tests
on the two samples are performed inside the glove bag and at five different orifice widths. The
results are not significantly different and there is again no apparent time effect, so the results
can be combined to estimate a flow probability function, which is shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Flow probability function of a mixture of Lactohale 200 and SiO2 flow agent after rotating
the mixture for 45 minutes. Each data point consists of 10 measurements. The dashed line is a
least-squares fit of a cumulative normal distribution and is only meant as a guide to the eye. The
error bars indicate a 1σ confidence interval calculated from a beta distribution.
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3.3.2 Conical hoppers

Measurements on BCR-116 limestone powder and glass beads are performed in conical hoppers.
Figure 38 shows the results of the measurements on BCR-116 without applying vibration. Mea-
surements were again performed inside a glove bag with dry air after drying the powder for a
period of 24 hours.
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Figure 38: Flow probability function of BCR-116 limestone powder in conical hoppers. Every data
point is calculated from 10 measurements. The dashed line is a least-squares fit of a cumulative
normal distribution and is only meant as a guide to the eye. The error bars indicate a 1σ confidence
interval calculated from a beta distribution.

The measurements on glass beads are performed outside of the glove bag and without drying the
powder beforehand. The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 39. The graph on
the left shows the results of the glass beads with a diameter of 1.0 mm, the graph on the right
shows the results of the glass beads with a diameter of 2.0 mm. Note that for the glass beads of
2.0 mm, only one data point is larger than zero, meaning that the least-squares fit (shown as a
dashed line) is not unique.
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Figure 39: Flow probability function of glass beads with a diameter of 1.0 mm (left) and 2.0 mm
(right) in conical hoppers. Every data point is calculated from 10 measurements. The dashed lines
are least-squares fits of cumulative normal distributions and are only meant as a guide to the eye.
The error bars indicate a 1σ confidence interval calculated from a beta distribution.
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3.4 Discussion

By drying BCR-116 before performing measurements and by performing the measurements in
dry air, the reproducibility within one sample was increased sufficiently to perform reliable mea-
surements. This can be seen by comparing Figure 34, which shows measurements performed
in dry air, and Figure 33, which shows measurements performed outside of a controlled envi-
ronment. They are both made with the same amount of individual flow measurements on one
sample, but the shift of the flow probability function is not nearly as drastic (if present at all) in
Figure 34 as in Figure 33. Alternatively, a shift to the right in Figure 34 could still be present
but cancelled by a shift to the left due to the piezo vibrations. This explanation is much less
likely, as piezo vibrations were not observed to cause shifts in the flow probability of BCR-116
in any preliminary measurements.

The piezo vibrations did not significantly shift the flow probability function of BCR-116 to
lower dimensions, indicating that the piezo vibrations used can not be applied as a start/stop
mechanism for BCR-116 powder in this type of hopper. Judging from the least-squares fits in
Figure 34, there was even some shift to the right. This shift could be caused by a slow increase in
cohesion, e.g. due to the build-up of electric charge. It should be noted however that the two fits
are mostly different due to the large difference between the measurements at d = 32 mm. Either
the flow probability function becomes sharper when vibration is applied, or the data points at 32
mm are far from the true probability function due to bad luck. The first of these possibilities is
most likely as it can be said with 95% confidence that the true probability of flow with vibration
is at least 0.1 lower than the true probability of flow without vibration. The second explanation
is less likely but not as improbable as it seems. The chance of at least one 5% off-chance being
observed when measuring at five orifice dimensions is (1−0.955) ·100% ≈ 23%, which is far from
impossible. For a visual intuition of how broad the confidence intervals are, see Figure 40 for
the complete probability density functions of the two data points at an orifice dimension of 32
mm.
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Figure 40: Probability density functions of the two data points at an orifice dimension of 32 mm
of BCR-116 measurements in the adjustable wedge hopper. Every data point is calculated from 10
measurements. The red line corresponds to the measurement with vibration, the grey line corresponds
to the measurement without vibration.

The previously shown measurements of BCR-116 in the wedge hopper without vibration (Figure
34) are plotted along with the measurements of BCR-116 in the conical hoppers (Figure 38)
in Figure 41. It is readily seen that the flow probability function in the cone hopper is shifted
to higher orifice dimensions with a factor of approximately two relative to the flow probability
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function in the wedge hopper. That is exactly what theory predicted. The standard error of
this factor can not easily be calculated from the least-squares fits. In calculating the fits, it is
inherently assumed that the errors of the data points are from identical normal distributions,
while errors in these measurements are from non-identical beta distributions. To still be able
to calculate the shifting factor, let us consider the orifice dimension where the flow probability
functions are equal to 0.5 (corresponding to the mean of the cumulative normal distribution
that is fitted). In the wedge hopper, this orifice dimension is between 28 and 32 mm with a
confidence of 88.2%. In the conical hoppers, this orifice dimension is between 55 and 65 mm
with a confidence of 99.4%. This point is thus shifted by a factor between 55

32 = 1.7 and 65
32 = 2.3

with a confidence of 87.6%. This result is in full accordance with the theoretical prediction that
the critical orifice dimension would shift with a factor of 1.9-2.3.
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Figure 41: Flow probability functions of BCR-116 in both the adjustable wedge hopper (grey) and
conical hoppers (red). Every data point is calculated from 10 measurements. The dashed lines are
least-squares fit of cumulative normal distributions and are only meant as a guide to the eye. The
error bars indicate a 1σ confidence interval calculated from a beta distribution.

The previously shown measurements of two types of glass beads (with different particle diam-
eters) in both hopper types are shown together in Figure 42. The flow probability function of
the glass beads with a diameter of 1.0 mm is shifted to larger orifice dimensions and signifi-
cantly widened in the conical hoppers compared to the adjustable wedge hopper. Ignoring the
widening of the flow probability function, we could again calculate a shifting factor by looking at
the orifice dimension where the true probability of flow is 0.5. In the wedge hopper, this orifice
dimension is between 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm with a confidence of 99.9%. In the conical hoppers,
this orifice dimension is between 4.5 mm and 5.0 mm with a confidence of 78.6%. The orifice
dimension of 0.5 flow probability has thus shifted by a factor between 4.5

2.5 = 1.8 and 5.0
2.0 = 2.5

with a confidence of 78.5%. This is in line with the theoretical prediction of a factor between
1.9 and 2.3.

The measurements on glass beads with a diameter of 2.0 mm do not fit the theoretical prediction.
In the adjustable wedge hopper, the orifice dimension with a flow probability of 0.5 is between
2.0 mm and 2.5 mm with a confidence of 99.4%. The flow probability function in conical hoppers
could not be fully measured because the largest conical hopper has an orifice diameter of 6.0 mm.
It can be seen from these measurements that the orifice dimension with a flow probability of 0.5
is larger than 6.0 mm with a confidence of 88.7%, but an upper limit can not be calculated. The
orifice dimension with a flow probability of 0.5 is thus shifted by a factor larger than 6.0

2.5 = 2.4
with a confidence of 88.1%. From the least-squares fit of the conical measurements in Figure
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42, it seems that the flow probability function did not widen as it did for the glass beads with
a diameter of 1.0 mm, but this is not necessarily true. There is only one non-zero data point,
meaning that many different cumulative normal distributions will fit the data well. The fact that
the flow probability does not jump from 0 to 1 between two consecutive data points suggests that
the flow probability function in the conical hoppers may again be wider than in the adjustable
wedge hopper.
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Figure 42: Flow probability functions of glass beads with a diameter of 1.0 mm (left) and glass
beads with a diameter of 2.0 mm (right) in both the adjustable wedge hopper (grey) and conical
hoppers (red). The dashed lines are least-squares fit of cumulative normal distributions and are only
meant as a guide to the eye. The error bars indicate a 1σ confidence interval calculated from a beta
distribution.

The measurements on BCR-116 and glass beads are a strong indication that the expected relation
between powder flow in a wedge hopper and powder flow in a conical hopper is true for fine
(cohesive) but not for coarse (free-flowing) powders. The latter is no surprise. The theories from
Jenike and Enstad, from which the expected relation was derived, inherently assume the powder
to be homogeneous (at the scale of the hopper orifice dimension) and assume the principal
stresses in the powder to be continuous and follow circular arcs. These assumptions might be
close to the truth for fine powders like BCR-116, but definitely not for coarse powders such
as the glass beads. In those powders, the forces between individual particles form complex
and non-continuous networks throughout the powder, such as the networks shown in Figure
14. The positive result for BCR-116 is a good indication that powder flow measurements in an
adjustable wedge hopper can be used to design conical hoppers with a suitable orifice diameter
for fine and cohesive powders. Further experimental verification is required. For coarse and
free-flowing particles, this method does not seem suitable, and other methods such as simulation
are required.

Mitigating only the effect of air humidity did not allow for reproducible measurements on Lacto-
hale 200. The flow probability function already shifted to significantly larger orifice dimensions
during a single measurement set. Using a static eliminator did not reduce this shift despite
previous results from literature. Addition of SiO2 flow agent had the effect of reducing this time
shift on top of its expected effect of shifting the entire flow probability function to much lower
orifice dimensions. These two effects happen because the flow agent particles, which are very
small in size compared to the lactose particles, cover the surface of the lactose particles and act
like bearings between the particles. Figure 43 is a schematic illustration of this effect. The flow
probability function is shifted to smaller orifice dimensions because the distance between the
lactose particles is now larger, decreasing the magnitude of cohesive forces, and because there
is less friction between the lactose particles [31]. This increased distance and reduced friction
between the lactose particles also cause a reduction of the triboelectric effect, which could ex-
plain why no significant time shift is observed in samples with both Lactohale 200 and SiO2 flow
agent. Reprodubility between different samples of this mixture is achieved by using identical
mixing procedures. The flow agent is highly agglomerated before mixing, so the sample must
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be mixed sufficiently long for the flow agent to de-agglomerate and cover the lactose particles’
surfaces. Measurements on this mixture in conical hoppers have not yet been performed, so no
conclusions can be drawn on the shift of the flow probability function between the two hopper
types.

Figure 43: Schematic illustration of a flow agent particle (black) acting like a bearing to reduce
friction and increase distance between two particles (white) flowing past each other. Image adapted
from [31].

The addition of flow agent allows for reproducible measurements of Lactohale 200. This indicates
that flow agent might be used as a solution to triboelectric charging of powders in general,
allowing for reliable measurement of the flow probability function in an adjustable wedge hopper.
Flow agent also decreases the orifice dimension required for flow, and thus allows for better
resolutions in 3D printing. There are however limits on the usefulness of flow agent. The surface
area A of a powder with mass m increases inversely proportional to the diameter dp of the
powder’s particles (Am ∝

1
dp

). This places a lower limit on the particle size of powders that

flow agent can be used with, without requiring most of the mixture to be silica. The effect
on Lactohale 200 was significant for a mass ratio of 97:3, so a powder with ten times finer
particles already requires a mass ratio in the order of magnitude of 97:30 to acquire the same
surface coverage. The impact of (large amounts of) flow agent on food taste and health must
be considered if flow agent is to be used for 3D food printing. When using flow agent, a mixing
time must be chosen that is sufficiently long for the flow agent to de-agglomerate and cover the
particles’ surfaces. If the particles have an irregular shape, one must be wary of too long mixing
times, as those can allow the flow agent to re-agglomerate in holes on the particles’ surfaces [31].
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4 Conclusions and recommendations

The goal of this research was to find a way to design hoppers for any given powder such that
vibrations can be used as a start/stop mechanism. Based on the results and the discussions from
sections 2 and 3, recommendations on a design procedure are given below. Solutions were found
for choosing a suitable hopper wall angle θ and hopper orifice dimension d. The latter requires
further research. Experiments are also still required for a procedure regarding the choice of
suitable vibration parameters (amplitude, frequency and waveform).

A hopper wall angle θ must be chosen small enough to ensure a mass flow pattern in the hopper.
A (ring) shear cell can be used to measure the effective angle of internal friction ϕe and the
wall friction angle ϕw for a given combination of a powder and a wall material. A maximum
hopper angle for mass flow θmax can then be calculated from (11) or read off from Figure 13.
The angle θ must be chosen such that θ < θmax − 3◦, where the 3◦ is a safety margin. For some
combinations of ϕe and ϕw mass flow is not possible. In this case, a wall material with a lower
wall friction angle ϕw should be used.

An orifice diameter d must be chosen small enough that powder does not flow without applying
vibration. A shear cell can not be used to calculate a suitable diameter, as the measurements are
not accurate enough at low stresses and the sharp critical diameter postulated by hopper design
theories does not exist. The flow probability as a function of orifice dimension must be measured,
which is best done inside a wedge hopper with an adjustable hopper angle and orifice dimension.
For sufficiently fine and cohesive powders, the flow probability function in conical hoppers is
the flow probability function in wedge hoppers shifted to larger diameters by a factor of 1.9-2.3.
This factor was calculated from measurements in literature and verified with measurements on
BCR-116. Further verification is required to identify the limits of cohesiveness and particle size
where the aforementioned factor holds true. For coarse and free-flowing powders, measurements
in an adjustable wedge hopper can not be used to design conical hoppers reliably. Computer
simulations or flow measurements in conical hoppers are potential solutions for these types of
powders.

It is difficult but essential to perform hopper flow measurements that are reproducible on the
same sample. If reproducibility is not achieved, a new sample (of approximately 100 g) must be
used for every individual flow measurement. Many individual flow measurements are required to
estimate a flow probability function, so an impractically large amount of powder is then needed.
Two main causes of irreproducibility are found to be humidity from the surrounding air and
triboelectric charges on the particles’s surfaces. Irreproducibility due to humidity is solved by
drying the powder beforehand and by performing measurements in a controlled environment
with dry air. These solutions caused a large improvement in reproducibility for measurements
on BCR-116. Irreproducibility due to triboelectric charges is solved by adding flow agent (e.g.
colloidal SiO2) to the powder. This allowed for reproducible measurements on Lactohale 200.
The effect of flow agent depends on both the flow agent concentration and on the mixing pro-
cedure. The flow agent concentration and mixing procedure required for reproducibility will be
different for every powder. Using flow agent may not be suitable for extremely fine powders, as
powders with smaller particle sizes require more flow agent to achieve the same surface coverage.
A practical lower limit is yet to be determined.

Before vibration-actuated hoppers can be applied for multi-material powder bed printing, the
effect of different types of vibrations must be measured. To use vibrations as a start/stop
mechanism, the vibrations must cause a significant shift of the flow probability function to lower
orifice diameters. An orifice diameter d has to exist at which the probability of flow is 0 when
not applying vibrations and at which the probability of flow is 1 when applying vibrations. Piezo
vibrations did not cause any significant shift in the flow probability function of BCR-116 inside
the adjustable wedge hopper, but it remains an open question whether this means that piezo
vibrations also cause no significant shift in conical hoppers. Vibrations could have a different
effect due to the different hopper geometry. The effect of vibrations will also likely depend on
the powder, the hopper material, and vibrational parameters such as frequency, amplitude, and
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waveform. Small vibrations, such as that of a piezo, serve to lower the wall friction, which might
be effective for free-flowing powders. Larger vibrations serve to physically break any arches that
form and might be more effective for cohesive powders. The influence of different vibration
parameters on different powders in different hoppers has remained unexplored in this thesis and
should be measured. A set-up to measure this influence could be made using e.g. a speaker-like
device, where the frequency and amplitude of its mechanical vibration can be varied by tuning
the frequency and voltage of the input electric AC current.
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A Calculating powder properties from a yield locus

In this appendix, equations for the unconfined yield strength σc, major principal consolidation
stress σ1, the endpoint of the yield locus (σE, τE) and the effective angle of internal friction ϕe

will be derived assuming a known and linear yield locus with the equation τ = aσ + τc and a
known consolidation point (σcons, τcons).

A.1 General equations

First, the center point and radius of a general circle tangent to the yield locus with its center
point on the σ-axis will be determined. The construction for this is shown in Figure 44 below.

Figure 44: Construction for calculating σcenter and R for a given linear yield locus τ = aσ + τc and
a given point of contact (σ0, τ0).

The line from the point of contact to the center point of the circle (the orange line in Figure 44)
is tangent to the line τ = aσ + τc. For a given point of contact (σ0, τ0), this line is given by

τ = −1

a
σ +

a2 + 1

a
σ0 + τc (19)

Setting τ equal to zero gives

σcenter = (a2 + 1)σ0 + aτc (20)

The radius of this circle is given by

R =

√
(σcenter − σ0)

2
+ τ20 =

√
(a2σ0 + aτc)

2
+ (aσ0 + τc)

2
(21)
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A.2 Unconfined yield strength

Now, the unconfined yield strength will be determined using these equations. The unconfined
yield strength σc is determined from a Mohr circle going through the origin (see section 2.1.2).
This is the circle for which σcenter = R, as can be seen from the construction in Figure 45 below.

Figure 45: Construction for determining the unconfined yield strength σc from a given linear yield
locus τ = aσ + τc.

Solving that equation for σ0, two solutions are found. One of these is larger than zero:

σ0,c =
τc√

1 + a2
(22)

Substituting this into equation (20) gives

σcenter,c =
(
a+

√
1 + a2

)
τc (23)

from which it is then readily seen that

σc = 2σcenter,c = 2
(
a+

√
1 + a2

)
τc (24)
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A.3 Major principal consolidation stress

To determine the major principal consolidation stress σ1 and the endpoint of the locus (σE, τE),
a circle must be constructed which is tangent to the yield locus and passes through the consoli-
dation point (σcons, τcons). This construction is shown in Figure 46 below.

Figure 46: Construction for determining σE, τE and σ1 for a given linear yield locus τ = aσ+ τc and
a given consolidation point (σcons, τcons).

σE can be found by solving √
(σcons − σcenter,1)

2
+ τ2cons = R1 (25)

where σcenter,1 and R1 are functions of σE as can be seen in equations 20 and 21 respectively
by recognizing σE as a specific value of σ0. Two possible values for σE are found from solving
equation (25). The maximum principal stress σ1 is found from the smallest of these, which is

σE = σcons −

√
(τc + aσcons)

2 − τ2cons
1 + a2

(26)

Knowing σE, τE can be directly calculated from the yield locus. Equations 20 and 21 can then
be used to find the center point normal stress σcenter,1 and the radius of this circle R1. The
maximum principal stress is consequently

σ1 = σcenter,1 +R1 = aτc +
(
1 + a2

)σcons −
√

(τc + aσcons)
2 − τ2cons

1 + a2

+

√√√√√(1 + a2)

τc + a

σcons −
√

(τc + aσcons)
2 − τ2cons

1 + a2

2
(27)
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A.4 Effective angle of internal friction

The effective angle of internal friction ϕe is the angle of a straight line going through the origin
and tangent to the circle drawn in Figure 46. If this line is given by τ = d σ, two equations can
be set up for the point of contact of this line with the circle:

τ =

√
R2

1 − (σ − σcenter,1)
2

= d σ (28)

∂τ

∂σ
= − σ − σcenter,1√

R2
1 − (σ − σcenter,1)

2
= d (29)

Solving these two equations for d gives the result

d =
R2

1

σcenter,1

√
R2

1 −
R4

1

σ2
center,1

(30)

from which it directly follows that

ϕe = arctan

 R2
1

σcenter,1

√
R2

1 −
R4

1

σ2
center,1

 (31)

where σcenter,1 and R1 can be calculated using equations (20) and (21) combined with equation
(26).
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C Estimating true probability from binary measurements

In the hopper flow experiments performed in section 3, it was found that the flow of powder
through a hopper is stochastic process. When performing measurements there are two possible
outcomes; either the powder flows through the hopper completely or it does not. If the true
chance of flow pf is known, one can easily calculate the chance of seeing the powder flow success-
fully Nf times in a total of N measurements. This chance P (N,Nf, pf) is given by the binomial
equation

P (N,Nf, pf) =

(
N

Nf

)
· pNf

f · (1− pf)
N−Nf (32)

with
(
N
Nf

)
the binomial coefficient. The reverse question is more difficult: given that one has seen

the powder flow successfully Nf times in a total of N measurements, what is the true chance
of flow pf? These two questions are directly related to each other; if a true chance of flow pf is
more likely to result in Nf successful flows, then measuring Nf successful flows is more likely to
indicate a true chance of flow pf. We can then define the probability density function f(p) of
the true chance pf to be

f(p) = C ·
(
N

Nf

)
· pNf · (1− p)N−Nf (33)

The normalization constant C must be chosen such that∫ 1

0

f(p) dp = 1 (34)

indicating that the total chance of pf being somewhere between 0 and 1 is 1. Now, the normal-
ization constant C can be found by recognizing the similarity between equation (34) and the
beta function β(x, y) which is given by

B(x, y) =

∫ 1

0

px−1(1− p)y−1 dp (35)

Making the substitutions x = Nf + 1 and y = N − Nf + 1, it is directly seen that C must be
given by

C =
1

B(Nf + 1, N −Nf + 1) ·
(
N
Nf

) = N + 1 (36)

Substituting this into equation (33), we finally find that the probability density function is given
by

f(p) = (N + 1) ·
(
N

Nf

)
· pNf · (1− p)N−Nf (37)

This equation can be used to determine a confidence interval for the true chance pf after per-
forming N measurements and measuring succesful flow Nf times. An example will be given
below.

Example Say one performs N = 5 measurements, measuring flow Nf = 4 times. The proba-
bility density function f(p), given by equation (37), can then be plotted. This plot is shown in
Figure 47. If we want to find a 95%-confidence interval of the true chance pf, we search for a
lower bound a and an upper bound b such that∫ b

a

f(p) dp = 0.95 (38)

This was done numerically. The resulting interval is [0.418, 1], which is shaded gray in Figure
47. Thus, the conclusion from this measurement would be that the true chance pf is between
41.8% and 100% with a confidence of 95%.
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Figure 47: The probability density function f(p) for N = 5 and Nf = 4. The shaded area has a size
of 0.95 and is bounded at p = 0.418 and p = 1.

This interval can only be made smaller by performing more measurements. For example, if
N = 100 and Nf = 80, the PDF is much sharper. This is shown in Figure 48. The 95%-interval
is now much more narrow at [0.721, 0.879]
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Figure 48: The probability density function f(p) for N = 100 and Nf = 80. The shaded area has a
size of 0.95 and is bounded at p = 0.721 and p = 0.879.
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